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In this project, we have discussed the problems both in our school in 
Turkey and in Slovenia and explained the situation of environmental 

pollution. Later on, we found suggestions on how to solve the 
problem. 



From nowadays’ problems, like climate change and global warming, have caused 
weird natural events.

 
 For example, it snowed in April in Turkey, which shouldn’t have happened. Not only 
this, but because of the climate change, the ice on North and South Pol melted 
because of the climate change, the sea level fell down and drought has increased. 
We can give a bunch of examples, but as a summary it caused plenty of natural 

disasters.

 
So why did this happen? To sum it up, the air pollution got more and more and it 
caused the greenhouse gas to increase. This greenhouse gas caused the world’s 

temperature to increase. So, the main cause of the global warming is all because of 
the choices people make on a daily basis. 



There are other
types of trash in a
plastic recyling bin.
How can we have a
green future?



There is trash around the 
leaves. Does everyone know 
that it does not disappear it 

just changes its form?



In April the
temperature went

lower than it should in
spring, so it snowed. 



We can see lots of trash everywhere in forests too. People throw them and leave. It
causes climate problems. Instead of polluting the environment we can recycle. For
example we can make new fruit bags from old used fabrics or we can make new bags

from our old jeans… 



If we plant a lot of trees, use electrical appliances less, if we are more 
knowledgeable about the environment, repair deteriorating machines 

instead of throwing them away, use plastic materials less, we can create
a more beautiful world . We can also end global warming if we do these 
things. We must educate people first, and that education has to take 
place at an early age. So, we must take care of nature and not harm it.


